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Introduction

In 1921 the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, the final court of appeal for all legal disputes within the British Empire, passed judgement in a landmark case that was to reverberate across the empire. The appeal was brought by an African chief, Amoudu Tijani, against the colonial government in Nigeria demanding compensation for the expropriation of his land. At the heart of the matter was the Treaty of Cession signed between Britain and one of Tijani’s forebears, King Docemo of Lagos in 1861. The colonial government claimed that under the terms of that treaty, the British crown acquired ownership of all lands in the colony of Lagos including that claimed by Amoudu Tijani. Indeed, Article 1 of the treaty stated:

I, Docemo, do with the consent and advise of my Council, give, transfer, and by these presents grant and confirm unto the Queen of Great Britain, her heirs and successors for ever, the Port and Island of Lagos, with all the rights, profits, territories and appurtenances whatsoever thereunto belonging…freely, fully, entirely and absolutely….

However, although the wording of the treaty unambiguously attests to the transfer of “legal rights” over Lagos lands from King Docemo to the British Crown, the interpretation of this treaty provision was problematic from the beginning. The British officer negotiating the treaty faced a revolt by other chiefs who argued that King Docemo did not have absolute customary or legal authority over “all the lands in Lagos” that he had supposedly ceded to the Queen. Even in his capacity as King of Lagos, Docemo had neither feudal authority nor seigniorial rights over his chiefs, nor absolute rights over the land held in trust by them. Thus, in spite of treaty provisions, Tijani’s case hinged on the position that King Docemo really had “nothing to transfer.” In the end, the Privy Council ruled that Tijani would have to be compensated as a “trustee” of the lands of his native community. Whatever concessions King
Docemo may have made to the British crown concerning sovereignty was “made on the footing that the rights of property of the inhabitants were to be fully respected.”

This judgement had significant ramifications for imperial jurisprudence, setting a legal precedent that extended well beyond the African continent. It was held as authoritative on two particular issues in British colonial administration: the effect of treaties ceding overseas territories to the British Crown, and the nature of customary land tenures in Africa. In Canada, both federal and provincial governments became increasingly concerned about the prospects of Indians pressing land claims before the Privy Council and made attempts to prevent this.

One contemporary Canadian historian captures this concern:

In 1921 there occurred in London an event having critical relevance to aboriginal title throughout the British Empire, but especially in places like British Columbia, where land title had not been explicitly extinguished. In a case arising from Southern Nigeria, Viscount Haldane affirmed on behalf of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council that aboriginal title was a pre-existing right that must be presumed to have continued unless the contrary is established by the context of the circumstance. Should the British Columbia land claim get to the Judicial Committee there was a substantial possibility that the committee would rule that Indian title had not been extinguished.

The case of *Amodu Tijani* was subsequently cited as applicable judicial precedent in several cases involving aboriginal land claims in Canada and throughout the British empire-commonwealth. One of such cases was *Calder v. Attorney-General of British Columbia* which is credited with having provided the impetus for overhauling aboriginal land claims in Canada. Like Amodu Tijani, Frank Calder, a hereditary chief of the Nisga’a Indian nation challenged the validity of provincial land legislation that ignored Nisga’a land claims. As in Tijani case, the central issue in this case were colonial treaties or their lack thereof. The Nisga’a argued that they had never signed a treaty nor had their sovereignty over their tribal land ever been legally extinguished. As such, the government of Canada had no sovereign or proprietary rights over their lands. These cases, arising from the legacies of colonial treaty making in two ends of the British Empire, speak to the underlying historical connections between the experiences of indigenous people in Canada and Africa.
This paper aims at both interpretative and comparative theme. However, I am keenly aware of the pitfalls of comparative history, one of which is the preliminary issue of comparability of cases. Another is the question of the depth offered in the cases studies presented. As others have noted, the comparativist is always open to the charge of superficiality particularly in treating cases outside his/her own speciality. Yet, the in-depth understanding of a single culture in its historical breadth can be a life’s work, and inherently limiting. There is no way to avoiding this if one wants to search for meaningful causal irregularities or interpretative patters.\textsuperscript{12}

Admittedly, the political situations in Canada and British West Africa in the nineteenth century were vastly different. Canada was a colonial settler society, where European pioneers sought permanent settlements while colonialism in West Africa colonial was more fleeting. Besides, unlike Canada where the aboriginal population became a tiny minority with the deluge of European migrations, the population in both settler and non-settler colonial Africa remained predominantly African. These are important distinctions that any comparative study must consider. However, underlying these seemingly disparate historical contexts are important parallels that lend cogency to this study. First, in administering their tropical colonies in Africa, British imperial institutions from colonial officials to the Privy Council drew extensively on experiences from the Dominion of Canada which was seen as a model for colonial administration.\textsuperscript{13}

Secondly, the process of post-confederation treaty making in Canada coincided with the European “scramble for Africa” which was characterized both by coercion and more conciliatory processes of treaty making. Thirdly, certain commonalties continue to underlie debates over the legacies of colonial treaty making and the rights of indigenous people in both societies.\textsuperscript{14} Exploring these similarities and connections can illuminate our understanding of the colonial encounter in both historical contexts.\textsuperscript{15} Focussing on colonial treaties with the Yoruba of West Africa (Nigeria, Bénin) and aboriginal communities in Upper Canada, this paper investigates some of the conditions and contingencies that shaped the role of indigenous people in the treaty making process.\textsuperscript{16} It examines these historical conditions within the context of the on-going debates about indigenous agency in colonial treaty making.
Treaties and Imperial Agendas

The idea of negotiating with aboriginal people for trade, alliances and land through legal treaties was accepted policy in both the first and second British Empires. Apart from spelling out the terms of British engagement with indigenous people, treaties were the instruments with which the government consolidated administrative control and cleared lands of aboriginal title to facilitate settlement and resource development. They were also an important means with which indigenous people negotiated their place within changing societies. In this sense, treaties constituted the foundations of the colonial political and legal systems. In Canada, these treaties have been described as “the fundamental component of the Crown’s relationship with indigenous people.”17 In the case of the Yoruba people of West Africa, they have been similarly described as “the cornerstone of their engagement with the British.”18

Colonial treaty agreements came with the accepted definition of nation-to-nation treaties and were taken seriously by the Colonial Office. Between 1820 and 1924, Sir Edward Hertslet, the Librarian and Keeper of the Archives of the Foreign Office in London compiled and published a series of thirty volumes of signed treaties, many of which were made with indigenous people throughout the British Empire.19 Because the circumstances under which these treaties were made varied widely, their terms and implications for British influence over native peoples were also wide-ranging. While some treaties gave Britain extensive political and economic influence over indigenous people and their territories others were diplomatic accords, limited to bilateral agreement of “peace and friendship.”

From the perspective of most indigenous people, colonial treaties held out the hope that they could maintain some form of autonomy and initiative in their encounters with Europeans and the government. Yet, there were real limits to their negotiating power. In both African and North American colonial contexts, indigenous people were often subordinate participants in colonial treaty making. There were two main insurmountable limitations on the negotiating power of indigenous people -- the lingering threats of military coercion and their unfamiliarity with European political institutions and diplomatic practices. European military advantage also meant that aboriginal people had limited political and legal recourse when treaty terms were unilaterally abrogated by British authorities.
In spite of these common trends however, native peoples experienced colonial treaty making quite differently. For example, it has been suggested that indigenous people of South Africa involved in treaty negotiations with European colonists “fared even worse than the first peoples of North America.” One explanation for this is that unlike Africans in South Africa whose experiences with Afrikaner and British settlers made them deeply sceptical of colonial treaties, aboriginal North Americans regarded these formal ceremonial agreements as essential part of their dealings with Europeans and later, the government of Canada. Thomas Anderson and Alexander Vidal, two government officials who travelled extensively across Upper Canada consulting with Indian bands in preparation for treaty negotiations reported that Indians of the region were “friendly towards the idea of a treaty.” The ceremonial smoking of the “pipe of peace” associated with colonial treaty making in North America held a certain political and spiritual meaning for Indian leaders that was absent among African chiefs. Indian treaty making occurred within a framework of spiritual practices as evident in Iroquoian oral traditions.

When the Haudenosaunee first came in contact with the European nations, treaties of peace and friendship were made. Each was symbolized by the Gus-Wen-The or Two Row Wampum. There is a bed of white wampum which symbolized purity of agreement. There are two rows of purple, and those rows have the spirit of the ancestors. There are three beads of wampum separating the two rows and they symbolize peace, friendship and respect…. The principles of the Two Row Wampum became the basis for all treaties and agreements made with the Europeans.

Beyond the ceremonial significance of treaty making, however, the issues at stake in the settler colonies in Canada and South Africa were quite different from those at stake in non settler West Africa. For one, questions about the control of land or the creation of land reserves for indigenous people never dominated colonial treaty making in the same way that they did in Canada or South Africa. Unlike the great land rush of the seventeenth and eighteenth century North America and the Pacific Islands, a combination of geographical, climatic and strategic considerations made West Africa less desirable as settlement colony for Europeans. This influenced how colonists dealt with land issues. For example, during the nineteenth century scramble for Africa, “terra nullius” became a reference not to whether territory was occupied by non-Europeans but instead whether they were occupied by other Europeans. Unlike in North America where the
concept was used by settlers as justification for the appropriation of Indian lands, in Africa “terra nullius” served the role of international law in prescribing ways to avoid conflict between rival European powers.

Rather than land, treaty negotiations in West Africa focused more on questions over the extent of native political and economic autonomy amidst growing British influence. Central to the issue of native economic autonomy were British efforts to promote “legitimate” trade through treaty obligations on Africans chiefs following the abolition of the slave trade. Until the 1880s most of these treaties focused on “peace and friendship” with Britain, freedom of trade and freedom to propagate Christianity. By the 1880s, the scramble among European powers for African territories had reached a fever pitch and treaties began to enjoin local rulers not to enter any treaty relations with any other nation “except with the knowledge and sanction” of the British Government. After 1880, treaties focussed on British demands for exclusive rights to economic resources and full jurisdiction over British subjects and “protected persons.” Careful consideration of these varied imperial agendas in settler colonies and tropical dependencies is essential to understanding the different trajectories of colonial treaty making on both colonial contexts.

Smoking the Pipe of Peace: Treaty making in Upper Canada

The process of dealing with aboriginal people through formal agreement began shortly after contact was established between Europeans and aboriginal peoples in North America. From 1725 to 1923, British colonial authorities and later, the Government of Canada, made several treaties with Indian bands in Canada. Many of these were treaties of “peace and friendship” signed between aboriginal chiefs and European consuls and agents. Earlier treaties dealt mainly with securing military alliances or trading partners and seldom involved the acquisition of native lands. They also regulated diplomatic relations between the British and indigenous peoples. Concluded during a period of rivalry and warfare between England and France, they were primarily intended to secure the neutrality or assistance of the aboriginal nations in exchange for a commitment not to impede them in their traditional pursuits. Later “treaties of concession” involved commerce and the transfer of land. These treaties became the instruments used by the Crown to clear lands of aboriginal title to facilitate settlement or resource development.

In the period of Anglo-French rivalry and conflicts, Indian nations made military alliances with European powers mainly on the understanding that Europeans would have use (not ownership) of the land in return for “presents” and other conditions. For much of this period,
indigenous people were able to protect their political and economic interests through a series of military alliances and agreements. It has been suggested that early treaty negotiations such as those culminating in the 1701 treaty with the Iroquois in Montreal marked a “triumph of Iroquois diplomacy.” These negotiations were shaped largely by the initiatives and objectives of Iroquois political policy toward New France and her native allies. Beyond concessions gained in the fur trade, the treaties enabled the Iroquois to achieve their broader and far more important goal of securing their hunting territories and neutralizing the belligerency of New France and her native allies. However, the capitulation of the French to British forces in New France in 1760 brought about a shift in the relationship between aboriginal people and European settlers. Although the Peace of Paris and the Royal Proclamation after the war restricted European expropriation of Indian lands, the negotiating leverage aboriginal people had gained through trade and military alliances declined dramatically. In many cases, British authorities withdrew “presents” promised under treaty agreements which they no longer saw as necessary. But even with the French out of the way, Britain could not afford to completely disregard Indian sensibilities particularly over issues of land. In a bid to secure the strategically important region of what is now south western Ontario as a buffer against possible American encroachment, British authorities began to negotiate for the purchase of Indian land and actively encourage the settlement of British immigrants. Over the next few decades, Indians communities including the Ojibwa and Odawa nations relinquished large tracts of land between Lake Erie and the Thames River in Upper Canada for European settlement. Much of this was done through treaty agreements such as the Upper Canada Treaty 5 for the purchase of lands in the Penetanguishene area signed in 1798.

By 1830s, treaties had come to assume great importance in Anglo-Indian relations. There were several reasons for this. One reason was because British colonialism came under the critical scrutiny of British liberals and reformers. The British humanitarian movement, which had just won a significant victory over slavery, now saw ominous parallels between the large-scale dispossession of indigenous people and the reviled institution of slavery. The secretary of the Aborigines Protection Society, H.R. Fox Bourne, argued publicly that subject to certain limitations, native races within the British Empire had an “incontrovertible right” to their own soil, that their territory should never be acquired by force or fraud, and that their right to personal liberty should be protected. The Humanitarian League proclaimed that it was the duty of civilized nations and individuals in their dealings with “inferior races” to recognize the native’s
right to the use of land and its produce. Under such growing pressure from the Aborigines Protection Society, the British government set up a commission of inquiry: the Select Committee on Aborigines (British Settlements), which published its report in several volumes between 1836 and 1838. The Committee urged the protection of “inferior races” in the British colonies against unrestrained colonial aggression. It urged local authorities in the colonies to make efforts to fairly negotiate treaties with the indigenous inhabitants for the alienation on their land and to set aside “reserved lands” for their sole use and benefit. Like humanitarians, Jesuit missionaries working among Indians sought to protect Indians from unfavourable dealings with the government. This led one official to complain in 1849 about Jesuit “interference” and their attempts to “influence the government into what [they] consider a good bargain for the natives.”

As we shall see later, missionaries also played important roles in British treaty making in West Africa.

In spite of pressures from humanitarians and missionaries, British officials on the ground often had neither the incentive nor the will to radically change their approach to treaty making with aboriginal groups mainly because there was no coherent official policy on treaty making. Most of the crucial decisions about treaty terms were taken not based on any overarching policy guidelines from Whitehall or the government in Ottawa but at the discretion of local officials. In 1850, William Benjamin Robinson, a former fur trader, entered into the first of a series of so-called numbered treaties on behalf of Canada. After confederation, Treaties One and Two, which encompassed vast areas of the north shores of Lake Huron and Lake Superior, set the pattern for future treaties by including hunting and fishing rights as part of the compensation package. Although most of the Robinson treaties were nominally founded on the notion of aboriginal rights and sovereignty, others were premised on the notion of terra nullius – the assumption that aboriginal land was in effect no man’s land and that by conquest and “improvement,” European settlers could make legitimate claims to them. In many parts of British North America land treaties were further complicated by the fact that unlike much of New France, colonized territories were occupied by aboriginal farmers, who were less likely to allow even usufructuary rights to the Europeans without adequate compensation. Indians were also concerned about preserving their traditional lifestyles by maintaining their fishing and hunting rights. In the case of the Robinson treaties, for example, Indian leaders insisted that specific portions of the surrendered tracts of land, selected by Indian Chiefs, be reserved exclusively for Indian use.
These were usually longstanding village locations or traditional hunting and fishing sites that Indians did not want to relinquish under treaty terms.37

As treaties became more common features of Anglo-Indian relations, the negotiating power of aboriginal people in the treaty making process declined considerably. Some scholars have suggested that the approach of the British authorities to treaty making with aboriginal people shifted from the notion of equality to the “rights of discovery.” With declining aboriginal population resulting from disease and war, and the mass displacement from their ancestral lands, treaties of peace and friendship were no longer considered essential to the safety of colonists. The objective of negotiating treaty agreements with Indian nations was now to clear the path for European settlements. During the period of colonial expansion just prior to and following confederation in 1867, treaties provided a veneer of legitimacy to the wholesale alienation of Indian lands for Euro-Canadian settlements.38 Between Treaty Eight in 1899 and Treaty Eleven in 1921 native title had been extinguished in much of Ontario and the Prairie provinces in a process that accorded aboriginal people limited options in treaty negotiations. However, prevalent suggestions about aboriginal passivity and marginalization in colonial treaty making have been increasingly challenged.

The Debate over Indigenous Agency

Until relatively recently, the dominant paradigm for explaining the skewed terms of most colonial treaties was deemed simple and self evident: In both settler and tropical colonies, European agents and governments through a deliberate and well thought out process exploited their military and economic power to wring unfavourable treaty terms from natives whose understanding of the treaty making process was quite different from those of European colonists. Colonial commissioners often saw treaties in one way and the Indians in quite another.39 Another long standing supposition is that indigenous people were at best subordinate participants in the treaty making process and at worst passive observers in processes that furthered Euro-Canadian privileges more than they did indigenous rights.40

These assumptions are evident in two of the most authoritative accounts of post confederation treaty making in Canada: Alexander Morris’ collation and summary of the various negotiations published in 1880 and G.F.G. Stanley’s Birth of Western Canada published in 1936.41 Both accounts present treaty making as a well thought-out process initiated and facilitated by the government in which indigenous people played relatively insignificant roles.
Morris who, as commissioner for Indian Affairs, led several treaty negotiations on behalf of the government remarks that Indians were “tractable, docile and ready to learn.” Similarly, Brown and Maguire state with reference to the Ontario treaties that “in no instance was a treaty instigated by an Indian group and in very few cases did they influence the terms to any great extent.” Related to this is the universal assumption that Indian leaders had a fundamental misunderstanding of the processes and outcomes of treaty negotiations. Indians thought they had concluded treaties of friendship and mutual assistance, while agreeing to Euro-Canadian agricultural settlements. Euro-Canadian negotiators believed that treaties secured Indian surrender of whatever claims they had to the vast lands of Upper and Western Canada.

However, in the past few decades this paradigm for understanding colonial treaty making in Canada has come under critical scrutiny. There appears to have been a shift from, or at least a complication of, notions of Indian passivity and subordination. There is renewed emphasis on the initiatives of aboriginal people in treaty making processes and reassessments of the influence of the government in treaty making. Some scholars now dispute the assumption that the role of the government in treaty making was planned or deliberate. John Tobias argues that in the 1871 treaty negotiations, the government of Canada had no plans on how to deal with the Indians. There was no clear Indian policy beyond expediency and the desire to avoid costly conflict. Treaties were essentially a means of negotiating resistance. He goes even further to argue that the negotiation of the treaties was not at the initiative of the Canadian government but at the instance of the Ojibwa Indians and the Salteaux. What appeared to be a careful and deliberate scheme of dealing with native peoples had, in fact, been given very little thought by the government.

Other studies similarly suggest that Indians played much larger roles in treaty making than previously recognized. D. J. Hall argues that in the negotiation of Treaty One for instance, Indians not only forced major changes in the government’s plan, but also raised most of the issues that appeared in subsequent treaties. In the 1874 agreements between Commissioner Morris and the chiefs of Qu’Appelle, Saskatchewan Indian chiefs were able to negotiate both reserves and the right to hunt and fish on land that had not yet been settled. Because Indians saw treaties as establishing a relationship that would guarantee them assistance in adjusting to the new order, it was they who were mainly responsible for the inclusion of many of the terms that promised continuing assistance. During Treaty Four talks in 1874, it was Indian negotiators
who suggested the treaty obligations to supply farm stock, implements and supplies. It was the
Indian’s perception of their needs and their determination to secure as much as possible that
lengthened the negotiations leading the government Commissioner to complain of Indian
“stubbornness” and “outrageous demands.” The government simply could not disregard Indian
conceptions of justice and Indians were to some extent able to negotiate treaties as a way of
ensuring their autonomy and economic security in the face of a very uncertain future.

Rhonda Telford has revealed how the Anishinabe, for instance, resisted government and
capitalist pressures to dispossess their mines and minerals in the mid-nineteenth century,
precipitating the Robinson Treaties and forcing mining companies to abandon their operations.
From the aboriginal perspective, the Robinson treaties recognized and respected their sub-surface
land rights but irregular colonial action soon caused Anishinabe anger to rise to the level it
reached in 1854 when they closed the mines on Michipicoten Island. Similar concern over
mineral rights was the subject of several petitions written by Indian leaders to the central
government. One of the most well known of these was the a petition sent by Chief Shinguacouse
of River Garden to the Governor General in 1846, in which he demanded for his people “a share
of what (was) found on (his) land.” Indians also wanted a royalty of some kind for the minerals
extracted from their lands.

In making the arguments for Indian agency in colonial treaty making, some studies have
gone beyond official government documents to give more attention to Indian oral traditions and
the recollections of Indian chiefs and elders. Although historians remain uncertain about how to
interpret or weigh these oral traditions as historical sources, there is an emerging consensus that
rather than being passive participants, Indians played important roles in the treaty making
process. As one scholar puts it, the pendulum of historical interpretation seems to have swung
from one extreme to another. The pendulum has swung from old assumptions about Indian
passivity and limited negotiating power to new interpretations of colonial treaty making in which
Indians are seen as “aggressive negotiators,” who could initiate treaty negotiations and influence
their outcomes.

Given these more recent interpretations of Indian agency in the colonial treaty making, it
is tempting to conclude, as some have, that aboriginal people in North America fared much
better than indigenous people in Africa in treaty negotiations with European colonists.
However, such conclusions cannot be justifiably made without examining the complex historical
contexts of treaty making in Africa and how they may have mirrored or differed from developments in North America. Understanding British colonial treaty making with indigenous people dictates such comparative approaches if the peculiarities of one colonial situation are not to distort the overall impression.

**Negotiating Palavers: The West African Context**

Treaties had a much briefer history in West African colonies than they did in Canada for obvious reasons, chief of which was the absence of European settlers. Although treaties did not have the same implications for European land acquisitions as they did in Canada, it would be a mistake to assume that they were any less significant to British colonial projects in West Africa. In fact, the second half of the nineteenth century witnessed what has been described as the “treaty making phase” of British-Yoruba relations.58

British authorities were inclined to conclude treaties with African chiefs for pragmatic reasons. At the Berlin African Conference of 1884 which effectively divided Africa among contending European powers, treaties were made a condition for staking territorial claims in the continent. The conference sought to regulate the rivalry among European powers by defining “effective occupation” as the criterion for international recognition of territorial claims. This meant that competing European powers could stake their claim to territories in Africa only if they actually possessed them. One way of proving such effective possession was by treaty agreements with local African chiefs. Britain had a decided advantage in this regard. By the 1880s when European powers began their scramble for Africa, Britain had over two centuries of experience in treaty making in North America to draw on.

Even before the period of the scramble, Britain had made significant inroads into West Africa. Many indigenous states and societies in West Africa, including the Yoruba saw their control over both external and internal affairs either lost or severely curtailed by growing European incursion. In one of the earliest of such interventions, British forces occupied the coast of Lagos in 1820. This gave the Britain a major foothold in West Africa from which to pursue her campaign against the overseas slave trade, promote “legitimate” trade in agricultural produce and encourage Christian missionary activities. This began a sequence of events leading up to the Treaty of Cession between the British and King Docemo of Lagos. Although such treaty agreements were central to early encounters between European and Africans, they depended heavily on the way they were interpreted by both parties. As the treaty with King Docemo
shows, European colonists often found it difficult to determine whether the chief who signed a treaty held absolute authority over the territory in question or whether he had the traditional authority to make such concessions. African chiefs on the other hand were sometimes unaware of the full ramifications of such treaties.59

Following the resolutions of the Berlin Conference, early British consuls and administrators signed several bilateral treaties of friendship and trade where indigenous people “agreed” to come under British jurisdiction in return for British protection and friendship. For many Yoruba states, this was an expedient decision given the prevailing conditions of civil war insecurity and economic decline.60 Treaties were also a means of coming to terms with the reality of British conquest and avoiding the Queen’s “palaver.”61 The chiefs of the Yoruba community of Kisi for example, hoped that the treaty with Britain would help them preserve a precarious status quo, amidst pressures from Europeans and other African groups.62

The treaties made between Britain and several Yoruba groups between 1852 and 1895 have been the subject of varied historical interpretations. Historians disagree on the significance of these treaties. While J. A. Atanda considers treaties an important part of British-Yoruba relations, O. Adewoye argues that considered against the background of de facto British presence in Yorubaland, treaty making appear to be a “superfluous exercise.”63 Other studies have suggested that colonial treaties in Yorubaland are important because they bore the promise of facilitating the early emergence of modern independent states in Africa built on indigenous models and institutions. The fact that this promise was not ultimately realized had more to do with subsequent colonial actions that contravened the spirit and terms of these treaties.64

As in Canada, the emphasis in historical studies on treaty making in Yorubaland has been on how British power influenced the processes and outcomes of the agreements. Treaties were essentially a means by which European powers sought to strengthen their spheres of influence and stake territorial claims in their quest for control over the continent. Historians such as C. W. Newbury, Omoniyi Adewoye and J.F Ade Ajayi have mostly presented a picture of British initiatives and African responses in their accounts of treaty making.65 Adewoye stresses how “British capacity for treaty making” and “show of force” paved the way for treaty agreements with the Yoruba. He argues that in concluding treaties with the Yoruba, Britain was operating within a tradition of the use of law in the acquisition of territories overseas – a tradition honed in the Americas.66 This was a legal tradition that disadvantaged African rulers and subordinated
them in treaty making processes. The role of Africans in the treaty making process is thus, seen primarily in terms of responses to British initiatives.

However, the assumption that treaties were instruments for legitimizing colonial rule, over which African had little or no control, has been challenged. James Crawford argues that these treaties were not “always illusionary or a mere sham.” Hadley Bull makes the related point that “while it would be wrong to accept the imperialist treaties of the time that African political communities all over the continent voluntarily extinguished themselves, there is also danger in projecting backwards in history, the assumption of the present time, that no political community could knowingly prefer colonial status to independence.” What Bull and others who make similar arguments often do not adequately clarify however, is the precise meaning of “colonial status.” The dominion status of Canada, Australia and New Zealand was quite different from the colony or protectorate status of most parts of Africa. While the argument can indeed be made that some Africans, particularly the emergent group of mission-educated elites, were sympathetic to British colonial overrule, it is doubtful that the way colonialism unfolded in Africa was anything close to what they desired or anticipated.

A stronger case, I think, can be made specifically for African agency in colonial treaty making. As in Canada, blanket assumptions about the passivity of Africans in the treaty making process tend to obscure cases where Africans wielded significant negotiating power, and were able to influence treaty terms to their advantage. Studies have shown that in some cases, African rulers were able to directly or indirectly influence colonial decisions on the allocation of disputed territories and the delimitation of boarders. It is accurate that a large number of colonial treaties can be considered fraudulent and called into question on legal and moral grounds: the sovereign international status of the signatories can be disputed, the powers of the signatories as we have seen in the case of King Docemo can be questioned, and the territorial limits to which treaties were supposed to apply may be doubtful. However, European disregard for African/aboriginal political circumstance in the treaty making process was not universal. In Africa as in Canada, European powers could not afford to be entirely dismissive of African interests in treaty negotiations and British administrators often struggled to find the right balance between coercion and inducement, between the carrot and the stick, in treaty negotiations.
European administrators often had to resort more to offering carrots than wielding sticks in treaty negotiations. Since one of the objects of treaties was that they could be used in support of territorial claims in negotiations with rival European powers, governments were interested in presenting as convincing an image of the genuineness of their treaties as possible. Conscientious European treaty makers therefore took precautions in order to ensure that their treaties were indisputable. Such precautions, though not always followed, involved proper translations of treaty terms to African chiefs through interpreters and affirmation by impartial witnesses. Aware that recognition by other colonial powers was an important determinant of the validity of colonial treaties, African chiefs sometimes denounced treaties on the grounds that the terms were misrepresented to them. Cases where Europeans deliberately misrepresented treaty terms to African chiefs are well known. Less known are instances where African chiefs used claims of misrepresentation as pretext to renege on treaty obligations or to renegotiate treaty terms. As in British North America, African rulers played the political game of trying to preserve much of their independence as possible by playing off European powers against each other. Nowhere was this more evident than in Anglo-Egba relations in the late nineteenth century. Frustrated with British policy in the 1880s, the Yoruba kingdom of Egba pursued alliances with the French as a way of countering British influence and securing more favourable agreements. Such political manoeuvring came to characterize treaty making between Britain and the Egba.

**The Anglo-Egba Treaty**

For Africans as with Indians, treaties were a means by with they sought to negotiate their place within radically changing societies. African kings and chiefs insisted that British authorities recognized their sovereignty and accorded them some level of local political and economic autonomy. One of such agreements was the “treaty of friendship and commerce” between Britain and the Egba in 1893 which fully recognized Egba independence. This treaty is significant because it belies the assumption that Africans were passive participants in colonial treaty making. It also compels us to reconsider the conclusion that Africans fared significantly worse than indigenous people in North America in the treaty making process.

Under the terms of Anglo-Egba agreements, Britain not only recognized the autonomy and independence of Egbaland, but also promised that no aggressive action would be taken against any part of the country. By this arrangement, a wholly African government -- the Egba
United Board of Managements and later, the Egba United Government (EUG) -- administered Egbaland largely independently of the British government even when the rest of West Africa fell under colonial rule. The Egba government instituted its own state institutions including an autonomous revenue system based on custom duties imposed on produce export and tolls on trade routes. It has been suggested that Egba autonomy during this early period of European incursion provided a unique opportunity for the modernization and economic development of indigenous African states, which was frustrated rather than accelerated by European conquest.

How could the Egba have negotiated with Britain to preserve their autonomy and sovereignty in an era of intense European competition for control of African territories? The answer lies partly in the role of Egba leaders, notably the Saros, in the Anglo-Egba relations. The Saros were Egba liberated slaves who had emigrated from Sierra Leone back to their Yoruba homeland after the abolition of the slave trade. They were Western educated Christians, teachers, traders and skilled artisans many of whom served as missionaries in both the Anglican Church Missionary Society, and the Methodist missions scattered throughout West Africa. One British missionary referred to them as “the better class of Africans... who had attained correct notions of right and wrong.” When they first settled in the Egba town of Abeokuta in the 1840s, the Saros were well received by the traditional Egba chiefs mainly because they were viewed as potential assistants in trade and diplomatic relations with Europeans. The Saros became very influential in Egba society and held positions such as those by traditional chiefs and lineage heads. They operated as the bridge between African and European society, desirous of close diplomatic relations with Britain but also fiercely protective of Egba autonomy. They constituted a new Westernized and cosmopolitan African elite class that gained a reputation within colonial officialdom for their sophistication and shrewd negotiations.

The Saros were particularly influential in negotiating Anglo-Egba agreements and became the main agents of nineteenth century Egba diplomacy. Using their missionary influence, they pushed the colonial government and the British Home Office to pursue an “Abeokutan policy” in which the city and Egbaland generally would be made an example of “native advancements.” This development placed the Egba in good stead during the scramble and colonial conquest. The Egba were spared British military attacks and maintained their independence until 1914. One of the most influential Saro of this period was George William Johnson whose main goal was to create a “Christian and civilized Egba state” independent of
foreign leadership. In his position as Director and Secretary of the Egba Board of Management, Johnson was involved in negotiating several treaty agreements with British authorities. He opposed the system where British officials made agreements with individual African Chiefs and insisted that the Board represent the Egba people in all “external relations” with Britain. In 1866, he successfully negotiated an agreement with the British administrator to abolish trade taxes and reopen trade routes closed by Britain. In these negotiations, the Egba leadership sometimes used strong armed tactics against the British such as they did in 1867 when they expelled all European missionaries and ordered the closure of all churches as a way of forcing the British authorities to accede to their demands. Britain on her part, tended to be more cautious in its dealing with this group of vocal and “more civilized” Africans.

Ultimately, Egba independence did not last very long. With the consolidation of colonial rule in West Africa, British officials became increasingly dissatisfied with an awkward political arrangement that allowed for a wholly independent African state within a British Colony. There was also concern about the role of the Saros who the Colonial Office accused of “aggravating the problems of British foreign policy.” In 1914, the British authorities used the opportunity of internal strife within the Egba Government to terminate Egba independence in explicit contravention of the terms of the 1893 treaty and earlier agreements.

With European rivalry for African territories subsiding at the dawn the twentieth century, British officials were less concerned about appeasing African rulers than they were during the scramble. Like the Indians of Canada at the end of the Anglo-French conflict, the Egba no longer had the same negotiating power they once had in the period of European competition. British response to Egba protests against the contravention of treaty terms tended to be dismissive. Governor William Macgregor of the Lagos colony insisted that Egba was never intended under the terms of the treaty to be an independent state but merely a “responsible authority.” Another official later stated that the term “independent” used in the Egba treaty had been “a mere phrase.” Such flagrant abandonment of treaty obligations for outright military conquest and annexation was common throughout Africa.

Although the scope of Egba autonomy was exceptional for the period, the ability of African communities to negotiate some level of autonomy with British authorities was not uncommon. In 1888, the Yoruba kingdoms of Ife and Otta were recognized as “perfectly independent,” paying tribute “to no other power.” One leading scholar of Yoruba history has
concluded that “by and large, treaties of the nineteenth century in Yorubaland gave the British no jurisdiction in the country.” This fact was widely acknowledged by British officials including the Governor William McGregor himself who complained in 1903 that in the administration of Yorubaland, British hands were tied by a “network of treaties” with indigenous rulers.

What is evident from this is that Africans were sometimes actively engaged in colonial treaty making and were able to significantly influence the terms of these treaties. The fact that Britain ultimately abandoned such treaties in preference for outright military conquest and annexation tends to obscure the important concessions that Africans were initially able to negotiate under these treaties. When we focus on the processes of treaty making and the spirit of treaty terms rather than on their subverted outcomes, it becomes apparent that far from been passive parties, Africans like Amerindians, at times had the capacity and opportunity to shape colonial treaty making.

Conclusion

Broad conclusions that indigenous people in one colonial situation fared better or worse in colonial treaty making than those in another, can be problematic if they do not adequately consider how specific historical conditions affected the trajectories of colonialism in each society. Comparisons without consideration of what I call the “historical specifics” would be akin to comparing apples and oranges. Fruitful comparisons must attend carefully to specifics.

Although there are important parallels in the discussions about indigenous agency in colonial treaty making in Canada and West Africa, there were fundamentally different reasons for making treaties in each colonial situation. Some of this had to do with differing imperial agendas – one was a settler colony with a large population of peoples of European descent while the other was a tropical dependency that was never intended to be settled by Europeans. The result is that issues of access to and control of land featured more prominently in colonial treaties in Canada than they did in West Africa. However, land and the settler factor alone do not fully explain the different courses and outcomes of British treaty making in Africa and Canada. Even in South Africa where the history of European settlement migrations and struggles over land generally mirrored developments in Canada, colonial treaty making took very different forms than they did in Canada.

The answer to explaining the difference in the methods and outcome of colonial treaty making in Canada and West Africa must be sought not in the generalities but in specifics – in the unique elements of each society that influenced the nature of British encounters with indigenous
people. In Canada, such historical specifics include Anglo-French conflicts and the political opportunities which they offered to Indians, Britain’s bid to secure a buffer against American encroachment and the critical role of British libertarians and humanitarians in pressuring the government to deal fairly with natives. These conditions influenced the Indian initiatives and opportunities in treaty negotiations. In West Africa, the historical specifics were different but just as decisive -- the European scramble for Africa which made treaties as important for Europeans powers as they were for African rulers seeking alliances, Britain’s push to replace the slave trade with legitimate trade and the important role of African leaders such as the Saros of Egballand. In spite of these historical specifics however, it is safe to say that both West African chiefs and Indian leaders in Canada saw British intervention as threats to their autonomy and saw treaties as a way of *negotiating domination* and protecting their political and economic prerogatives. Although Indigenous peoples were not always successful at this, the relevance of colonial treaties would endure well beyond the colonial era. Their real power lay in the future, when indigenous people could invoke and reinterpret them in political and economic claims against the state.
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